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ElectricityElectricity Market in Market in TurkeyTurkey byby numbersnumbers

� Installed Power                       : 56,1 GW

Consumption                          : 228 TWh (2011)� Consumption                          : 228 TWh (2011)

� Demand Increase : 7 - 8 %

� Monetary value of the consumption: 30 billion USD



InstalledInstalled powerpower forfor 2011 2011 resourceresource basebase

(MW)

Hydro 17.137

Natural gas 16.005

Fuel oil 1.362

Coal 12.356

Hydro
32,4%

Natural Gas
30,2%

Coal 12.356
Wind-Geothermal-
waste-other
renewables 1.958

Others 4.093

Total 52.911 Coal
23,4%

Wind-Geothermal-
waste-other
renewables

3,7%

Fuel oil
2,6%

Others
7,8%

Installed Power 56,1 GW  (15 November 2012)



InstalledInstalled PowerPower forfor 2011 2011 InstitutionInstitution basedbased

(MW)

EÜAȘ 24.149

Independent
Power Producers 16.473

Otoprodüktör 3.019

Yİ 6.102

EÜAŞ
45,6%

IPP
31,1%

YİD 2.420

İHD 748

Total 52.911

Yİ
11,5%

Otoprodüktör
5,7%

YİD
4,6%

İHD
1,5%

Installed Power 56,1 GW  (15 November 2012)



InstalledInstalled PowerPower bybyYearsYears
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ElectricityElectricity ProductionProduction ResourceResource BaseBase 20112011

(TWh)

Natural Gas 102,1

Coal 41,6

Hidrolik 52,1

Natural Gas
44,64%

Hidrolik
22,78%

Hidrolik 52,1

Imported Coal 22,9

Fuel oil 3,8

Wind-Geothermal-
Biogas 5,8

Others 0,4

Total 228,4

Coal
18,19%

İımported Coal
10,01%

Wind-
geothermal-

biogas
2,54%

Fuel oil
1,66%

Others
0,17%

255 TWh (First 8 months of 2012  )



ElectricityElectricity ProductionProduction, , InstitutionalInstitutional BaseBase

20112011

(TWh)

EÜAȘ 92,3

Independent
Power
Producer(IPP) 62

EÜAŞ
40%

IPP
27%

Producer(IPP) 62

Otoprodüktör 11,7

Yİ 45

YİD 12,8

İHD 4,6

Toplam 228,4
Yİ

20%
YİD
6%

Otoprodüktör
5%

İHD
2%

255 TWh (2012 yılı ilk 8 ay)



ElectricityElectricity ProductionProduction byby yearsyears
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ShareShare of of thethe PrivatePrivate SectorSector in in ElectricityElectricity productionproduction
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LICENSE OPERATIONS OF RENEWABLE  ENERGY

Başvuru
İnceleme & 

Değerlendirme
Uygun Bulma Lisans Verilen

İptal Edilen 

Lisanslar

Sonlandırılan 

Lisanslar

Adet MW Adet MW Adet MW Adet MW Adet MW Adet MWAdet MW Adet MW Adet MW Adet MW Adet MW Adet MW

Rüzgar 3 39,60 619 28.530,42 46 1.654,50 101 3.910,20 13 537,81 9 378,90

Jeotermal 3 69,90 12 281,70 1 15,00

Biyogaz 18 103,33 1 15,00

Biyokütle 2 17,12 1 10,00

TOPLAM 3 39,60 622 28.600,32 46 1.654,50 133 4.312,35 15 562,81 10 393,90



TargetsTargets forfor RenewableRenewable EnergiesEnergies

According to Electrical Energy Market and Supply Security 
Strategy Document;

The rate of the energy generation from renewable resources 
will be at least 30% until 2023, for that purpose: 

Wind energy installed capacity will be increased to 
20.000 MW by 2023,
Technically and economically evaluated entire Technically and economically evaluated entire 
hydroelectric potential will be used in electricity 
generation by 2023,
600 MW geothermal potential which is 
determined to be suitable for the production of 
electricity generation will be commisioned by 2023,
Increase the use of solar energy in electricity 
generation.



Fixed Price Support for Electricity on US$ / kWh

Resource
Fixed price

(US cent / kWh)

Hydro 7,3

Wind 7,3Wind 7,3

Geothermal 10,5

Biogas (Deponie gas included.) 13,3

Solar 13,3



Rüzgar ve güneş için lisans başvuruları

� Başvurular EPDK Kurul Kararı ile belirlenen bir tarihte
yapılabilir.

� 1 yıllık veri - ölçüm zorunluluğu

� Rüzgar için asgari 1 yıllık yerinde ölçüm zorunluluğu

� Güneş için asgari 6 ay süreli yerinde ölçüm 
zorunluluğu



21 Distribution Regions in Turkey.

www.epdk.org.tr



Güneşe dayalı lisans başvuruları

� EPDK 10-14 Haziran 2013 tarihlerinde mesai saatlerinde
güneşe dayalı lisans başvurularının alınmasına karar
vermiştir.

� Tarım arazilerine başvuru kabul edilmeyecektir.

� Tesis yüzey alanı MW başına 2 ha (20.000 m2) ile
sınırlanmıştır.
Tesis yüzey alanı MW başına 2 ha (20.000 m ) ile
sınırlanmıştır.

� Yıllık toplam güneş radyasyonu minimum 1620 kWh/m2

olmalıdır.



Regulation on the Unlicensed Electricity 
Generation

Regulation on the Unlicensed Electricity Generation 
on the Electricity Market (“Regulation”) has entered 
into force through publication in the Official Gazette 
dated July 21, 2011 and numbered 28001. The 
Regulation provides that real and legal persons Regulation provides that real and legal persons 
fulfilling certain minimum legal requirements are 
exempt from the requirement of obtaining a license 
and establishing a company in order to generate 
electricity. With the Regulation, it is possible to 
establish a generating station or power plant, the 
installed power capacity of which is limited to a 
maximum of five hundred kilowatts based on 
renewable energy[i]sources, and/or cogeneration 
facilities[ii].



Exemption concerning the license and establishment 
of a company

Exemption concerning the license and establishment of a 
company is laid down under Article 4 of the Regulation. 
Pursuant to the relevant article, persons who can benefit 
from the exemption concerning the license and 
establishment of a company are as follows:
- Real and legal persons who will generate electricity - Real and legal persons who will generate electricity 
in micro cogeneration[iii] facilities, or generation stations 
with a maximum installed power of five hundred kilowatts 
based on renewable energy sources,
- Real and legal persons who will establish a 
cogeneration facility that exceeds the limit laid down under 
the Regulation on Increase of Productivity on the 
Utilization of Energy Sources and Energy, in order to meet 
their own needs.



The limitation on the number of power 
consumption station for each energy generation 
stations that can be established within the scope 
of the Regulation is important. Principally, only 
one cogeneration facility, micro cogeneration 
facility or generation facility based on renewable facility or generation facility based on renewable 
energy sources can be established for each power 
consumption station. However, in the case the 
distribution system has sufficient capacity to cope 
with the uptake, more than one cogeneration or 
generation facility based on renewable energy 
sources can be established for each consumption 
facility. On the other hand, the total installed 
capacity power of these stations may not exceed 
500 kilowatts



The rule that allows the opportunity to 
establish more than one facility shall not be 
applicable on micro cogeneration facilities. 
Only one micro cogeneration station can be 
established for each power consumption 
station.station.

Another paramount issue that should be 
taken into consideration about the Regulation 
is that the power generation and consumption 
stations are required to be located within the 
same distribution zone. Stations, located 
outside distribution zones shall not be 
evaluated within the Regulation.



The Connection principles and connection 
application
The power generation stations that fall under the 
scope of the Regulation are connected to the 
distribution system. The connection application can 
be made by real or legal persons willing to generate 
electricity in generation facilities under the electricity in generation facilities under the 
Regulation, by filling out the Unlicensed Generation 
Connection Application Form. The application shall 
be made directly to the relevant distribution company, 
or to the legal entity holding Organized Industrial 
Zone distribution license. The document confirming 
the grant of utilization right of renewable energy 
sources must be accompanied with the other 
application documents. 



Assessment of the application

The applications are assessed against 
the set criteria such as the use of the set criteria such as the use of 
renewable energy sources in the 
generation stations, the eligibility of 
the station as a cogeneration station 
and whether the power station is 
located within same location with 
the power consumption station.



Surplus energy

The basic principle required by the Regulation 
for the real and legal persons who opt to for the real and legal persons who opt to 
generate unlicensed energy is to generate 
energy to meet only their own needs. However, 
if surplus energy is generated, this amount of 
energy may be consumed in the consumption 
station located at the same location with the 
generation station, or in another consumption 
station belongs to the producer even if it is 
located outside of the power generating 
station’s zone.



The unconsumed energy in the abovementioned 
stations is qualified as surplus energy. In the 
event that the surplus energy is generated from 
renewable energy sources, it can be purchased 
by a distribution company holding a retail sale 
license, on the price determined by the Code on 
the Utilization of Renewable Energy Sources for 
the Generation of Electric Energy dated the Generation of Electric Energy dated 
10/5/2005 and numbered 5346. In the event that 
the source of the surplus energy is micro 
cogeneration, it shall be purchased on the 
average wholesale electricity price applied in 
Turkey.



Another important issue concerning 
the surplus energy is that the 
unlicensed generators are not 
permitted to sell or supply the 
electricity generated within the scope 
of the Regulation by concluding 
bilateral agreements. Unlicensed bilateral agreements. Unlicensed 
generators may only sell the surplus 
energy to licensed distribution 
companies. Therefore, discretionary 
practices of unlicensed generators 
concerning the sale of energy are 
prevented. 



The system that permits the sale of 
surplus energy is an advantageous and 
prosperous system not only for medium 
and small sized industries, but also for 
the State. Industries can raise additional 
income by the sale of the surplus energy 
they generate, and the State can make 
saving by purchasing the energy saving by purchasing the energy 
generated from renewable energy 
sources rather than importing high cost 
natural gas. As a result of consuming 
domestic surplus energy the cost-
effective reductions may be obtained 
and contributions may be made to the 
austerity of the State while utilization of 
renewable energy sources will be 
encouraged and promoted. 



Conclusion

The Regulation of the Unlicensed Electricity Generation 
in the Electricity Market was prepared by the Energy 
Market Regulatory Board in the light of sector 
consultation. With the Regulation, the possibility of 
unlicensed electricity generation has been based on a legal 
framework. As a result, unlicensed electricity generation framework. As a result, unlicensed electricity generation 
has been permitted in Turkey, a country that is convenient 
for electricity generation from the sources such as wind 
turbines in terms of engineering, machinery, 
infrastructure and background. In addition, the possibility 
of sale of the surplus electricity will be certainly beneficial 
for both the generators and the State.












